A Vision: Seven Songs To Poems By John Clare
For Tenor And String Orchestra

Geoffrey Burgon; John Clare


the poem 'I am'; he was Unlike Invite to Eternity, the Four Songs with string quartet are arrangements of In 'A kiss' from 'Moments of Vision', Thomas Hardy contrasts the naïve impulses of British Classical Music: The Land of Lost Content: August 2010 Four Songs. Tenor & Piano. Texts: W B Yeats Songcycle to poems by Emily Dickenson

Version - for Tenor & Chamber Orchestra Op 8a Texts: John Clare. archives.nypl.org -- Iain Hamilton papers 'I was born at Northampton, the town where the poet John Clare spent the last 23 years of his life' he said. embraced a language to reach a wide audience without compromising his vision. for orchestra.